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Its all up to
you. Son
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SON: Hut you'd be glad if /
ied medicine, wouldn't you ?
DAD: Naturally, Son. But it isn't the
easiest life, you know ...
SON : That's not the point, Dad ...
DAD: ... seven years of college, and
then you've only begun to
study...
SON: Hut you'd do it again, Dad!
DAD: ... and you won't make a lot
of money ... scarcely a living
at first.
SON: We've always hud enough.
And it's not the money.
DAD: What's more, there's little time
for pleasure...not even enough
for home life ...
SON: You and mother are the hap
piest people I know.
DAD: ... because people don't always
get sick during office hours.
SON: I've already decided, Dad.
You forget my father hap
pens to be a doctor!
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11 /ORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS

According
to a recent
Nationwide
survey-.
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THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
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R. J. ReynoldiTobacco Co.
Wlmtnn-Salfm. N. C.
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-pvocTORs in every field of medicine ... gradLJ nates of every great medical school in the
Lnited States ... these were among the 113,597
doctors recently surveyed by three leading in
dependent research organizatioris.
One of the subjects in this nationwide survey
was personal cigarette preference. "What cig
arette do you yourself prefer to smoke, Doc
tor?" was the gist of the query. And the brand
most named by doctors was Camel.
Try Camels yourself. Compare them for
mildness ... for that full, rich flavor that keeps
on tasting good from pack to pack.

CAMELS

YOUR "T-ZONE" WILL TELL YOU
jfr -

«
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The "T-Zone" — T
for taste and T for
throat —is your own
'I proving ground for
>/ any cigarette. Only
yo«r taste and throat
can decide which
cigarette tastes
y, best to you ...
how it affects
iyour throat.

Cost/ter Tobaccos
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Cameron Macauley

High on the Hudson
It had become hotter since the rain, and the
runways were dry except for deep spots of water.
Activity around the hangars and the planes on
the line had nearly ceased, because it was noon
and the men were eating chow. Robert Barrow,
Aviation Machinist's Mate First Class, was sitting
under the wing of his plane with his back against
the new tire he had just put on the ship. The
other three men who had helped him had gone
off together to the mess halls. He noticed he was
a bit hungry after all. But nothing was worse
than Friday's fish to Barrow's mind. Because he
had forgotten the lunch his wife had put up for
him, he would go without, a kind of punishment
for forgetting. It made him feel a little disgusted
about himself. A lone F6F came in on a long
approach and made a rough landing as he watched
with idle interest. It taxied up the near side of
the field, passed in front of him, and came to a
stop near LD-3, his squadron's hangar. Its motor
idled and the noise was disturbing to the quiet,
lazy day of summer.
Barrow noticed the wind sock on his hangar
had changed direction. On the thin signal-flag
pole next to it they were flying the red danger
flag, Baker.'' Along the right side of the hangar
were guards walking slowly among patterned
rows of depth-charges. When the ordnance-men
returned, the torpedo bombers would start re
ceiving their installation. It was good flying
weather again and the smooth sea made anti
submarine observation easier. This type of warfare was increasing and by midafternoon the line
would be vacant. Barrow's ship was scheduled
0r a 1400 flight. Near him a road intersected the
runway and beyond was a large, empty field.
ast the field, far distant, were the red brick chow
nalh, with long lines of men standing before
them, waiting patiently to be fed that God-awful
riday fish. He thought of his lunch again.
Marie had fixed some roast turkey sandwiches
before breakfast and they were still on the radio
ack in the apartment, or in the ice-box if she
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had found them. She probably was feeling bad
about it, too, and would say it was her fault.
Then she would cook an extra good supper to
make up for it, so he had that consolation to look
forward to. The chow lines seemed to move very
slowly. Maybe they had been delayed by galley
inspection. Far away, between the mess-halls and
his eyes, a little red tractor was coming down the
roadway leading to the field. It cut out part of
his view of the chow line like a mowing machine
in a field of wheat. But unlike wheat the men re
appeared again after it. Four lengths behind it,
a tall, red flag seemed to be skating along by
itself after the tractor as though it had been for. gotten like his lunch and was running to catch
up. Then it occurred to him that the flag marked
the last of several low munitions trailors being
towed by the tractor. As it came closer he saw
the men who sat guard on each trailor. There
were four of them.
The sun was moving the wing shadow to
ward his feet and away from his face, so he slid
over to the left into the shadow again, but avoided
a grease spot on the apron near his right leg.
When he looked up again he noticed the tractor
must be moving very slowly, for it still obscured
the chow line. As he continued looking, though,
he saw that it was stopped and the men were
gathered around the red flag behind. Then two
unusual things happened suddenly, bringing the
scene into sharp focus in Barrow's lazy mind.
A quick blast of frost-like foamite exploded over
the red flag and one of the group of men ran
very fast and energetically across the road into
some tall grass where he fell flat upon it. Robert
began to sit up when suddenly the back of his
head felt crushed in and he realized he was flat
on his back beside the landing gear. His wind
was gone. Rolling over on his face, he pushed
himself upward with his hands and grabbed the
trailing edge of the wing for help in standing up.
It was hard to move for there seemed to be a
momentary pressure in the air from the explosion.
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Barrow's mind seemed speeded up and every de
tail he saw seemed singular and vivid and ac
companied with pain. A yellowish cloud of smoke
drifted slowly toward him past the tractor which
was on its side. There were no men on the roadway, now a scatter of broken cement, and the air
was quivering and indistinct like the transparent
steam coming from a teapot. It occurred to him
that there had been a thunder-like roar when his
head had hit the cement. He turned toward the
silent F6F which had been idling, as he heard the
low beginning of a second roar and saw the plane
snap in two near the tail with a nervous jump.
Everything changed color to a sickish yellow glow.
Barrow stiffened to back up against the plane for
support when he was swept back against it with
terrific impact and was slipped down the curving
belly onto his stomach. His face was pushed onto
the cement near the grease spot. Consciousness
had left him.
II
The sailors in the chow line, confused and
cautious, waited for a third blast, many of them
having fallen face down for protection. It did not
come. After eight quiet minutes, some of them
ran toward the field. Others got up and fol
lowed. The whole end of the hangar, LD-3, was
obscured by the rising cloud of greyish-yellow
smoke which moved slowly upward. As the first
men approached the road they saw the diabolical
scatter of what had been a line full of planes,
a clean hangar and a carefully watched store of
depth-charges. In the roadway where the tractor's
deathload had paused and become active, was a
crater of mud, cement and small pieces of torn
metal. Beyond, near the hangar, where the second
and prolonged explosion had gone off, was a
great crater sunk deep and full of water in which
was the wreckage of several planes and even a
jeep. The cement apron that fringed it was like
smashed glass. Every plane nearby had been
broken in two near the tail. Some were tipped
over on one wing with wounded bellies exposed.
Somewhere in the hangar a fire had begun and
black smoke began pouring out with great in
crease. Among the disordered, knocked about
planes on the ready-line were scattered pieces
of debris and here and there a man in sleepinglike position. There was a CPO club nearby with
the whole side blown in. A sailor stuck out his
head from what had been a window in its side
and shouted for some help inside. He said,
"There are some guys bleeding to death in here."
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Another man was lugging a foamite fire ex
tinguisher and shouting to the others to get some
more. He went into the hangar but came out a
minute later without the extinguisher and bending
over coughing and clutching his breast.
The crash siren on the tower began to scream
as the chemical truck drove up and began fighting
the fire. Men were hurriedly loading up the
crash ambulance at the door of the CPO club. It
didn't take long and went speeding off with its
siren screeching. Hundreds of men were standing
around idle but looking for something they could
do. They properly left the wounded men where
they had fallen and tried to get the ambulances
over to them. Two more ambulances arrived from
the dispensary, loaded up and were off. Station
wagons drove out among the planes and picked
men up. The Commander from the tower came
riding up on his motor scooter. He met the
Captain of the base who had just arrived in his
official car. The Captain shouted several words
to the Commander who hopped his scooter and
went back to the tower to rally ambulance aid
from all the nearby and outlying hospitals within
fifty miles.
In ninety minutes the fire had left the hangar
only a twisted framework. Most of the bodies of
the hurt and dead had been removed in the fleet
of ambulances the Commander had summoned,
and planes were again landing on the field. The
dispensary had been filled to overflowing the first
half an hour, and the ambulances and station
wagons had headed out, cross-country, to all the
outlying community hospitals. Specially desig
nated Shore Patrolmen were sending away the
mob that had collected and pictures were being
taken under the direction of the Captain who
looked very dressed up for such an occasion. The
afternoon light dimmed as the sun sank slowly,
and the beacon on the tower came on.
III
Robert realized he was awake and saw a long
white room that was new to him. But it was dif
ficult to think and remember clearly. He listened
for the distant roar of aircraft engines on the field
but there was a heavy white silence. "It couldn't
be the air station dispensary," he thought. He
tried to figure out where the hospital might be and
why he had been put to bed here. There was
nothing but stillness and beds and windows. In
some of the beds men were sitting up in their
white hospital shirts reading. Others were lying
on their sides.
HIKA for

A large, short nurse was walking toward him
with a glass of yellow juice in her hand. He
wondered how she knew he had opened his eyes.
She came up to the bedside, smiled and said in a
hoarse but pleasant voice, "So you decided to wake
up and live again? Now I suppose you will give
us some real work. Drink this and you will begin
to feel stronger."
All Robert could think to say was, "Yes
ma'm."
She pulled a chair over from under the next
bed and sitting down began to shake down a
thermometer. Without looking up she said dryly,
I'll want to know your name and the other things.
You've made it hard for us by staying in a coma
so long. There was no identification on you.
Don't you wear dog-tags in your navy?"
We have them," he answered. "But we only
wear them when we have to. They're too uncom
fortable. But what about my ID card in my
wallet?"
Put this under your tongue for five minutes,"
she went on. "No ID card and no wallet. It must
have been lost in the shuffle. I'll get your chart."
And she went back down the ward.
Barrow felt very tired and nearly went to
sleep when the thermometer was taken from his
mouth and a man's voice startled him. A doctor
in a grey, civilian suit took his wrist in his fingers
and said, "Well lad, you had us all betting on
when you'd become sociable. You've hung on to
your dream land like a life-buoy." He turned and
said something to the nurse. Turning back to
Robert he instructed him to insist on plenty of
juices and vitamins and to let him know when
he felt like having a beef steak. "I'll have a more
careful look at you tomorrow. You may have
some internal trouble we haven't guessed about
yet- And he left the ward.
The nurse stayed and sat down beside him,
this time with a data board and pencil. She asked
him all the facts about his duty. She wrote down
his name and rank and serial number and asked
the number of his barracks. "I live ashore with my
wife," he answered.
Ashore?" she wondered.
Outside the air station. That's what we
mean when we say 'ashore.' We have a nice little
apartment in town on Geary street near the 'Y.' "
In Tampa?" she inquired.
Yes. Where are we now, Tampa or Port
Tampa City?" he asked.
She laughed in her hoarse voice and looked
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at him with her tired eyes. "You are in the Bradenton County Hospital. We are thirty miles
of bay water from Tampa. One of our ambulances
picked you up and brought you back on the ferry
after the explosion."
"When? How long ago was that, I mean?"
he asked, feeling strange and helpless.
"You were admitted seven days ago and
haven't thought it important enough to wake up.
But don't worry. I think you're all right except
for being a little weak. Your temperature is re
turning to normal and it won't be long before
you'll be back with your wife."
"Will you phone my wife for me?. I'll write
out a message for her. She may be quite worried."
"She will be notified through the navy. We
are instructed to report the casualties only to
them. They in turn are careful to let the families
know in the correct, official manner. You're their
charge first and ours second, you know. I'll phone
this right in to your squadron and your wife will
hear from them within an hour and in turn either
call or come right over. We will give you any
messages.
"But can't I talk to her if she phones?"
"No," she smiled, "I'll have to keep you
quiet. You're weak and in a broken down state
and you must let us build you back to normal.
If you don't, you'll be back in a hospital and away
from her even longer. Consider yourself very
fortunate. Things are just becoming clear about
the explosion and some of your buddies weren't
as lucky as you are. Some are missing and will
remain missing. Your wife probably hasn't known,
but she shall be very happy when she does. She
will probably be here tomorrow to see you. Better
rest now. More fruit juice first?"
"No, thank you, Miss. I'll wait until tomor
row." He sank down a little off the pillow and
the nurse could see he had no longer a desire to
talk.
The next day was nearly over but Robert felt
he had been awake for five days. His wife had
not come and he was feeling restless but still very
weak. He only thought of her and almost every
minute expected her to walk into the ward. The
fruit juices had lost their savor and his tongue
tasted like the capsules he had taken every hour.
They took blood from him for half a dozen tests
and the doctor had examined him closely without
encouraging comment. He was already tired of
the hospital and irritated that Marie had not
5

come. The nurse had talked on the phone with
his Executive Officer and passed on his comment,
"Hang on tight," which seemed hollow sounding
to Barrow. He lay restlessly awake until ten at
night, still with a combination of sadness and
hope. Then he asked the man in the next bed
how late the ferries ran and found they had al
ready stopped for the night. He rolled from one
side of the bed to the other until the sheets were
tangled and quite a mess. So he stopped and fell
asleep.
The next day seemed as long, although he
slept more, but on his third day of new conscious
ness he felt as though he had not left the hospital
bed since his birth. He was lonely and forgotten.
The nurse gave him little attention and the bed
was increasingly more uncomfortable. His back
ached. On the fifth day he tried pretending he had
no wife and no friends, that he was dying in
another world. But this was so easy an illusion to
begin believing, that it made him very unhappy.
He insisted on having the doctor see him and
asked permission to leave the bed long enough to
phone his wife. The doctor's refusal was like
a fierce slap and made Barrow both frantic and
bitter. To help his mood the sun had stopped
shining and the darkness outside either prepared
the earth for rain or hurricane. He told himself
he was foolish for his depressed feelings and tried
to read the newspaper. He read only headlines:
"TAMPA PREPARES TO WELCOME HURRI
CANE. FERRIES DOCKED UNTIL STORM
PASSES. He wondered if the first was supposed
to be funny. But the headines confirmed the dark
ness and the darkness the headlines. This was
wonderful news. Marie hadn't come because she
couldn't! Perhaps private phone service had
stopped. An "up-patient" from the porch end of
the ward was coming along with a hand bag under
his arms and a green tweed suit on. "They letting
you out?" Barrow asked.
"Yes, I've been released. My wife's out there
waiting.
"Do me a great favor and see if you can
call my wife. I've got some change here. It will
only take a minute to ask her about things."
Glad to, Barrow. Give me the number and
what you want to tell her." So at last his wife
was hearing from him. He felt almost happy.
Rain began making a new sound against the
windows and the lights went on in the dark ward.
Robert kept glancing down the ward watching
for his friend to come back with the message
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from his wife. But the cheerful ex-patient hadn't
said he would return and he did not.
The next morning at sick-visit by the doctor,
an unfamiliar and pretty nurse came down the
ward and asked the doctor if she might see the
patient named "Barrows." She gave Robert an
envelope with the change for the phone call in
it. There was no message, only his name and
ward number. He was again heavy with disap
pointment and uncertainty. But the doctor, when
he came to him, promised release as soon as he
could walk about without faintness.
This event came after one more very long
and restless raining day. The doctor gave him a
thorough going over in his treatment room and
allowed him to walk about during the day. Robert
sat out on the glassed-in porch and watched the
odd, grey light outside. He thought about his
friends at the hangar during this zero flying
weather. They were probably sitting around the
crew's ready room playing black-jack and drink
ing cokes. But it suddenly struck him that some
had been killed and others hurt like himself and
operations had probably ceased until order could
be restored. The whole of his feelings was like
the dark, dripping sky above the trees. Why had
it happened ? There was danger and worry enough
concerning the war itself. Before the explosion
he had been almost ready to be shipped out on a
carrier for the Pacific. It might be delayed a
while, now, but it was due to come and with it the
sad parting from Marie. The little wave of mental
pain came again and made his body feel weak and
nauseated. How could things be so bad? Why
couldn't Marie call over about him? Could he
possibly still be listed as missing? Even if the
ferries were not running she could have taken a
Greyhound bus the long way around on the
bridges. He would go back that way tomorrowgo directly to the apartment and report in the next
morning at the air station. Robert rose and walked
slowly back to his locker by the bed where he
laid out his dungarees ready for morning. They
were dirty and ripped.
IV
The rain continued and the bus was late
pulling into the narrow alley behind the Tampa
terminal. Robert got off into the half-night of
the premature evening and caught a cab to the
apartment. The door was unlocked and the front
room looked the same as ever. Some of Marie s
underclothes were thrown around on chairs in the
H IK A for

small dining-room. Marie jumped a little when
he said, "Here I am." And she almost withdrew
when he encircled her with his arms and kissed
her. It was hardly a kiss. She only broke away
and said, "My God!" and sank into one of the
breakfast chairs.
"Marie, I'm back! And I'm o-k now." He
noticed that her eyes looked strangely at him and
she breathed hard. "I wasn't killed, only knocked
out against the plane for a few days. They
couldn't tell who I was until I came to. When
did they let you know where they had taken me?"
"Only a day or two ago. I meant to write
you. I might have tonight." She sat on a chair,
still with a dish towel in her hands. Her face
was pale and she looked as though she'd been
caught stealing.
"Don't be so surprised. Everything's o-k now.
We can go on from the day I left. I'll help you
with the dishes so we can talk and maybe go out
for a beer later. I haven't had any for a long
time. God, but it's good to be back with you."
He took the dish towel out of her hand and began
drying a glass. Marie sat quietly on the chair with
out saying a word. He thought she was a little
shocked and decided it would be best to keep on
talking. "Have you seen any good shows lately,
to keep your mind off things?"
"No shows."
"Hope this thing hasn't got you off the track
from worrying too much. I nearly went bats in
that little hospital. The doc wouldn't let me up
until yesterday when I had my final examination.
I had to take the bus back because of the ferries
stopping."
The ferries stopped?" She hardly moved at
all, still sitting where she had dropped when he'd
arrived and now with her back toward him. Sud
denly she jumped up and turning grabbed the
dish cloth from his hands, saying, "Let me do
this and you go on to bed, you must be tired."
Tired? After all that sleep? Just help me finish
and we'll go out to 'Mike's' for a couple of
brews."
No. I can finish this very well myself. Go
in the other room, Bob, and read the paper or
something. And we can't go to 'Mike's.' He's
closed. Had his license revoked because of a fight
in there Saturday. It was horrible. A sailor got
a broken bottle thrown in his face. But there is
a new little place called the 'River Terrace' down
about five blocks. You have never been there
because it only opened a week ago. It's awfully
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popular."
"O-k. We can walk down there." Robert
walked into the living room and sat down with
the evening paper. The page was turned to
"MOVIES AND NIGHTLIFE." He didn't read
it. He was thinking about Marie. He had not
imagined she would greet him in this rather
frosty way. He thought about it for the next ten
minutes while she showed by the little noises from
the kitchen that she was still busy out there. First
he had been disappointed and puzzled. When he
had talked with her it had turned a little into
anger but he'd managed to keep it down. Some
how the feel of things seemed incomplete. But
he decided it was only decent to be broadminded
and realize that his short period of boredom in
the hospital was perhaps not as bad as the strain
and worry Marie had gone through.
She passed through to the bedroom and on
the way said, "Still want to go down to the
'R-T'?"
"Yeah, if you do." He got his tailor-made
blues out of the closet and began taking off his
dungarees.
The River Terrace was a dimly lit and
crowded place on the river bank just before the
bridge on Central street. It had a lot of booths
with red and yellow leather seats, a long blue bar
and a small dance floor. They sat at a small
booth for a minute, waiting to be served, until
Robert saw a large round table where seven of
his friends from the squadron were sitting. He
waved his arm to them. Marie said, Let s sit
with them, Bob. They're your friends."
"I thought you might want us to be alone
tonight."
"But you want to find out about the ex
plosion don't you?" she answered. So they moved
over to the table. Robert introduced everyone
and someone ordered nine beers. He began talk
ing to Barton, an aviation machinist mate like
himself. Tom Boyson, an ordnance-man, asked
his wife for a dance and Robert pretended not to
notice. Barton said that the seven men from the
squadron drank at this table every night and called
themselves "Knights of the Round Table. Bar
row thought it odd that the men were not very
surprised to see him, but Barton explained that
things were still such a mess out at the station
that no one knew how anything stood. Over
forty men were missing and half of them had been
blown to atoms. He told Robert to consider him-
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self lucky because he would get a thirty-day leave
out of having been in the accident. Robert noticed
that Boyson kept dancing with his wife. He asked
her out on the small floor and she danced but
not close to him as usual. After that he just sat
and talked to the men.
On the walk back home after the "R-T"
closed, Marie was very quiet. Robert asked her
if she had drunk and danced enough. She
answered that she had not had enough of either.
Back in the apartment Robert couldn't get Marie
to talk much and in bed she seemed to go to sleep
at once. When the alarm went off in the morning,
she rolled over toward him and said, "Don't make
me get your lunch. Buy it at Ship's Service today."
He dressed and caught a bus out to the field.
The officers in the personnel office seemed
pleased to see him. They greeted him in a serious
manner and told him they were glad he came
through it all right and they hoped the other
forty-three men would come wandering in as
he had. He was to be given liberty each day after
his 0800 muster which he had to attend and was
told to decide when he wanted to take his thirtyday leave. The Red Cross had offered to find an
apartment for him in any city he decided to spend
the free days. A letter would be supplied with
his leave papers and it would be prearranged.
He could have an air priority, too, if he wished.
This raised Robert's spirits and he decided to go
back and have lunch with Marie and talk it over
with her. On the walk over to the station bus
stop, he passed a block from the field where he
saw men working on the runways in front of
LD-3. They were breaking up the large pieces
of cement and hauling truckloads away. The
hangar was being torn down with cutting torches
which he could see sputtering brightly here and
there in the twisted wreckage. There were no
planes out before the hangar as usual, but the
vacant field just south of the hangar was now
a junkyard of smashed ships.
Mounting the stairs to the apartment he
heard Marie talking. Going quickly in, he saw
her sitting near the phone. "Who was that?"
"Who was who?" answered Marie.
"Who were you talking to on the phone?"
Some guy had the wrong number. Why so
curious?"
I just wondered. Thought it may have been
important. I've got good news, Marie. We have
thirty days to go somewhere and take it easy,
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whenever you want to start. And the Red Cross
will get us an apartment anywhere. If you don't
mind flying we can go that way. We have an air
priority." Marie sat silent looking down at the
rug. "Where shall we head for?" There was no
answer. "What about New York City? I've
always wanted to live there for a while and see
all the sights — Grant's tomb, the Empire State
Building and the artist's village they have. This
can be our real honeymoon. Those five days at
Corpus Cristi after we were married were hardly
anything. How about it?"
"O-k. New York is all right, I guess."
"When do you want to start? Next week?"
"Anytime."
"Would a couple of days be too soon?"
"No. Anytime you say." She got up, went
to the kitchen and began to open a couple of cans
for lunch. Robert knew then that it would be
as soon as they could make arrangements. He
was tired of Tampa and the navy and the way
things had been since the explosion. Marie was
not acting as she should and they both needed a
good change into an easier, more pleasant life.
Five days later a Red Cross station wagon
met them at La Guardia field and drove them up
on Riverside drive near the soldiers' and sailors'
monument where they found a very nice little
apartment waiting for them. Marie and Robert
were tired from the trip and especially the wait
they had in Washington when flights had been
grounded because of a low overcast. They both
decided without comment they would stay in after
supper. The "grey-lady" who drove the station
wagon showed them a nice little restaurant a
block down from their new home. So they ate
there, at the "Blue Dove," their first night.
After a small, expensive, but good meal,
Robert paid the cashier and bought a cigar. He
wanted to walk down famous Riverside Drive
while he smoked it. Marie made no comment.
This surprised Robert and made him feel uneasy
for she had always been up in the air about his
smoking cigars. Spring was just deciding to enter
upon the stretches of green grass and little trees
along the river, and that fresh, green smell that
occurs only once a year was coming off the grass.
Here and there were young and old couples in
dark winter clothes walking slowly about enjoy
ing the evening and the dimly-lit boats on the
black river.
"The air smells good, doesn't it, Marie?"
"Yes it smells very fresh."
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"We really are lucky to be up here, high
on the Hudson, instead of being back in the war.
And we have such a good place on the river.
It's good that it's springtime, too. Are you glad
that we came here?"
"Yes, we are lucky."
Robert decided that Marie didn't like his
smoking the cigar and was silently pouting, so
they turned back and strolled home. The apart
ment had a very good console radio and they
settled in the living room with some magazines
and Victor Herbert music coming over station
WQXR. Marie looked at LIFE for about ten
. minutes and went into the bedroom. Robert kept
on reading until he noticed through the open
door that the bedroom was still dark. He got up,
went quietly to the door and looked inside. In
the grey darkness Marie sat on the edge of one of
the twin beds with her back toward him.
"Aren't you feeling well?" he asked.
"I feel all right," she said, "but I've decided
to go out for a walk, alone."
"You can't walk alone at night in New
York. You know that and besides we just took
a walk."
"I can if you don't forcibly stop me and I
hope you don't," she answered in a strange, high
voice. She put on her coat, looking at Robert
steadily as if she were about to cry.
"What have I done? Why do you act this
way?" He was at the dividing line between being
very angry and wanting to weep. Marie went out
into the hall and threw the door shut behind her.
In about twenty-five minutes she returned and
went straight to bed without saying anything.
The next morning Robert was down near
Columbus Circle watching some bright red and
blue parrots in a pet shop window, when the idea
struck him that Marie would like a small dog
to keep her busy. He went in and was easily sold
a little grey and brown, nondescript one which
was about the cheapest they had. It was old
enough to behave well in the apartment and walk
properly, the shop keeper said. Robert walked it
all the way back to the apartment, being very
conscious of the "curb your dog" law which was
painted here and there on signs and to which
he had just become subject. Marie seemed quite
delighted with the little fur animal and decided
at once to call him "Spook" because, as she ex
plained, he seemed to "come out of nowhere."
Spook was a brazen little dog and would bark
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loudly at people he seemed not to like. Marie
spent all her time with him and insisted on taking
him out on long evening walks. Robert frowned
on this habit, but was willing to let Marie do
anything that he thought delighted her. She
seemed more like an older sister to him than a
wife and he could not understand it. But even
though Spook found in Marie a willing mother,
Robert found her never so kind and friendly to
ward himself. He had a feeling that Spook would
change this for the better and Marie would soon
get over the muted feelings possessing her.
Two weeks went by quickly and already
Marie began to be more responsive and interest
ing. But she was still quiet. She cared for Spook
well and Robert thought she even over-fed him
and bathed him more than was necessary for a
dog.
One evening the family of three walked
along Riverside drive. The trees' light green lace
of leaves had changed into darker, full grown
toppage. People were wearing light clothes for
hot summer now, and the walks and benches and
lawns were covered with the people of New York
out to cool off in the weak breeze from the Hud
son. Marie, Robert and Spook went as far as
Grant's tomb and the Claremont Restaurant where
they found a tree with no one under it. They
sat down on the grass without a word. Across
the Hudson in New Jersey, the Palisades amusement park was weakly lighted in the dimout.
Robert felt happy and pleasant toward his
little family. "It's good you are feeling right
again, Marie. When I first came back after the
explosion I was really worried." He laughed, "I
thought we might have turned out to be one of
these temporary war marriages that they're talk
ing so much about. But now you re almost like
Marie Joslin before you became Marie Barrow,
only more beautiful and wiser. Your husband s
pretty proud of you as well as good looking. I d
sooner be busted to a seaman than give up being
with you right now."
Marie had her head bent down and was
pulling apart little blades of grass with her fingers.
"What are you talking about? Her manner was
chilled and dry. It almost sounded like a man
speaking.
"I've never been able to express things very
well, you know that, dear, but what I'm trying
to say is, 'I love you very much.' It looks like
we are going to be just as happy as we first
figured."
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Marie stood up, brushing the grass from her
black skirt. "Let's go home, Robert."
"If you want to," Robert went on. "I was
just about at my lowest degree of morale in the
hospital when you didn't come and I had a lot
of time to think then. I thought about when I
will be shipped to the Pacific and how tough it'll
be on us because we need each other. And I
thought about trying to get a nice home after I
get back. A house with our own—
"Oh, shut up, Robert. I'm tired of hearing
you talk."
On the way back they said nothing until they
reached the entrance and greeted the elevator
man, "Hello."
* * * * * *
The next day Robert took a sight-seeing trip
all over Manhattan alone and ate his three meals
in bars. By afternoon he was a little drunk.
VI
On the third Saturday night in New York,
just after Robert had received a pay check from
Tampa, he had wanted to leave Spook at home
and go downtown with Marie to have some real
night life. "Maybe we can take in the 'Diamond
Horseshoe' and the 'Stork Club' both," he told
Marie. They decided to have supper at the apart
ment to cut out that expense and to leave about
nine o'clock. After supper Marie did something
very strange. Three months before it would not
have felt so odd to Robert; now it did. Marie
came over to him as he got up from the supper
table, put her arms lightly around him and kissed
him passionately. Then she lit two cigarettes,
gave him one and sat down on the sofa, pulling
him down beside her. "Bobbie?" she said with
a little quiszical look, "Please let's not go out
tonight and spend all that money. You're not
getting flight pay now and that's one third less
than usual. Spook and I would rather go for a
little walk in the park."
Robert was pained by this. "May I go on
your mysterious walk with you? Ask Spook if he
will permit me."
"Oh, Robert, you aren't jealous of a little,
brown dog are you ? Spook has a habit of going
out with me. Dogs are like that. I knew you
wouldn't mind too much."
Robert minded very much, as a matter of
fact. He was going to ask her if it was Spook's
habit or hers when Marie made a low, diminishing
sigh as though she were about to faint. "Are
you sick?" he asked.
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"No, why?" she answered.
"That noise you just made. It startled me."
"I didn't make any noise. You're hearing
things. You must be tired. Why don't you go to
bed, Bob? You're probably still weak. Spook and
I will wake you up when we come back. It's still
early; don't worry."
When they were gone Robert found that
she had been more right than he thought and he
felt very tired. Stretching out on the couch he
fell asleep with his shoes on. The radio was
turned down and playing soft dance music.
At two-thirty in the morning he awoke with
a jump. The apartment door was being pounded
on. When he opened it the doorman handed him
a small and quiet little, brown dog. "Here's your
dog, sir. The lady must have lost him and he
just found his way back." Sleepily accepting this,
Robert thanked him and took Spook, shutting the
door with his foot. He put him in the little bed
Marie had fixed under the kitchen table and
started to take some milk out of the refrigerator
when the terrible feeling caught him up. He
rushed into the bedroom where the twin beds
were still made, smooth and empty. He ran out
into the hall and rang steadily for the elevator.
It seemed to take forever. When it came the
doorman looked surprised. "Where is Mrs. Bar
row?" Robert shouted. The doorman said that
he did not know for he had only come on duty at
midnight. "If you know where she is and you're
not saying, I'll kill you, so help me," Robert
screamed. But the doorman calmly suggested that
they phone the other doorman who had gone off
duty earlier. He ask Robert to come down to his
room while he called and have some hot coffee
he had made. Robert could hardly speak and
followed him down the stairway. Thoughts were
charging through his mind, horrible, confused
flashes of what his wife was doing or what might
have happened to her. He was shaking so badly
as he drank, that he spilled most of the black
coffee. The doorman turned and said, "Johnson
says he took her down about eight-thirty but she
didn't return during his period on duty. Do you
wish to call the police, sir?" The importance of
calling the police in on such an uncertain matter
seemed doubtful. Robert was so bewildered and
confused about it all that he could not decide.
"Should we? Sam. Is it time to? I mean
shouldn't we wait to see if she gets back ? I don t
know. What do you think?"
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"Well, sir, it would do no harm if you did.
The police are here for that service."
So Robert had him call the police and give
Marie's description with the facts of the case
which sounded rather simple and embarrassing
when told briefly. He went back up to the apart
ment where he sat and drank more black coffee
and got hourly reports from the police who seemed
to be stopping every woman in New York City and
questioning them. At ten in the morning two
patrolmen visited Robert and asked him questions.
They seemed very nonchalant about the case and
more interested in the coffee they drank. Robert
felt they must be thinking his wife was out shack
ing up with some guy and that he was a little
naive.
Nothing developed in the next few days
except Robert's nervousness and his neglect for
that damned little dog. Spook just lay in the
kitchen, his master forgetting often to feed him.
After a long week the police called Robert down
to a precinct station where he went through in
terviews with several large men in mufti and a
police psychiatrist. They all advised him to return
to Tampa and duty and leave it in their hands,
rather than to get an extension of leave as he
offered to do. He hated to leave, but after a
day s thought decided it would be good to return
to the routine. He reported in at the squadron
two days before his thirty days were up. Again
he was standing muster formations three times
a day and working on ninety hour checks of
engines. New York City and Marie seemed a long
way back in his mind. Spook was now in the
apartment, sleeping on a new bed he had made
him the first night back. He had grown to like
the sad little dog and he found himself often
talking to other people about his dog. The squad
ron moved to another hangar and routine had
returned to normal during his absence. It was a
little like starting a new life.
There had passed a week and a half of this
new life when he was called up to the personnel
office to receive a telegram: "NYCPD RESPECT
FULLY REQUEST YOUR FLYING TO NEW
YORK CITY TO IDENTIFY BODY OF UN
KNOWN WOMAN THOUGHT TO BE MRS.
MARIE JOSLIN BARROW. WIRE REPLY."
He left that night on the eight o'clock NATS
ffight. This time it was a police car and not the
fled Cross station wagon that met him after the
°ng trip. It was raining in New York and the
river seemed to creep along at some official safety
speed. But the nearer Robert went to wherever
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they were taking him, the more he wished it were
a carrier, Pacific bound. He decided he would
request sea-duty when he returned.
VII
The ring proved it. It was the gold band he
had bought her. In the office they showed him
only the ring and made him sit down. A great
hulk of a man in a white uniform like a dentist's,
but wearing a police badge, offered him a cigar
ette. Barrow knew this sign pointed to something
they had not said in the telegram, something
which was not pleasant. "Mr. Barrow," the mass
of flesh began, "We only require that you sign
an affidavit. If this initialed ring is enough to
satisfy you, you are free to go and we shall close
the case and seal the dossier. On the other hand,
if you feel you must see her, you may. But this
particular case is, well, er, not the pleasantest.
You see some time had passed, and probably most
of it in the river. But," he rose, seeming to fill
the whole room, "that is up to your desire and
sense of duty. Do you want to pay last respects
and let us handle the rest?"
"Respects? Duty?" Robert felt he must.
It was the least he could do. They led him through
some dim white-painted rooms into the usual long
one with the tables. A small policeman went
several yards in advance and stopped at a table,
sheet-covered, but with hardly any form beneath
the cloth. Robert stopped. The stomach had given
way. "In there," the large man pointed and
Robert went into a small lavatory. He had been
a fool to think he could stand it.
The flight back the next day seemed about
four times the length it had been the first time.
It was afternoon when he unlocked the apart
ment and realized he had forgotten Spook who
came running to him very hungry and sheepish
looking. On his slow way up the stairs he had
heard a telephone ringing again and again in the
distance, but he hadn't thought about it. He went
over to his phone and picked up the receiver. A
faint voice seemed to say, "Marie?" but there
was no one there. Then the operator answered
in her emphasized style. He said, Operator I
have no phone book. Can you please get me the
city pet shelter?" He asked them to come to his
address and pick up "a small grey and brown
dog which is well behaved in apartments and
curbs well." They said they would be around
in the morning. He hung up and sat down. Then
he wondered why he had described Spook. He
was very tired.
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Anthony Heche Two Poems
NATURAL HISTORY FOR MR. AUDEN
See, on the lion's side,
The twitch that is insane.
Hiding beneath his hide
And in his mane,
The roach of suicide
Bothers his brain
Out of the burning skies
The bird pursues its season,
And in its rage, it flies
Out of its reason.
In the hot air it dies
Of natural treason.
Dressed in his underdrawers,
But yesterday, a chump
Threw himself thirty floors,
And with his jump,
Stamped all his private sores
Into a lump.

A BAD JOKE
Mother of Mirth, you tongue-tied spinster clown
Who, to your rich renown,
Have born side-splitting bastards by the keen
Flanks of the wits of generations past —
O comical, obscene
Mistress, murder your latest child, your last.
With all the jester's knack, you took me in;
Your cicatrical grin
Excited me to hope; I could not guess
Your humour, nor suppose when we awoke
In chilly nakedness
You should conceive this mutilated joke.
O famous harlot, wherein lies the fault?
Our sexy somersault
Is hardly worth the cost of the confession.
Tackle the butcher's trade, go teach your skilled
Fingers a simple lesson.
Laugh as you will, the infant must be killed.
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Edwin Watkins: Two Poems
TO A BIRD CRUSHED ON THE HIGHWAY
Robin, your flame is taken to your shades;
These ashes are the grey wings that bore it:
Feathers flattened on the road obscure it,
Shadows eclipsing the fire-ball you had.
Were those shades of death when they bore your sun
So wild above our quickened earth, and hung
Dawn in their grey, teaching, hearken to Spring!
And you sprang so live, leaped where the car ran?
These were not our sun's shadows; laid by you
Where you flashed so your fire-chest, and dismayed,
They flushed you to your sunset, with you died.
Blood is not darker where they lie with you.

ON OUR NEW BIRTHDAY
Jesus, what raging weapon will you bear
— A sword to break our bodies from the dust —
When, spadeless ghoul, you bring back blood to us
And rage to blood the shroud that Death will wear?
Jesus, what sword will break the humble tyrant
— Old Death, staid grave-keeper, who rages now
But soon will putter round our mounds to sow
Long grass to tangle corpses grown defiant?
Jesus, what sword but a plowshare you beat
In four-four time to make the old man jump
And quit his hymns — what but a passive lump
Will shape to rage to chastize placid hate?
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Paul Henissart

Harold: A History
Afterwards, after he had been demobilized,
Harold came away from Germany and moved into
the hotel. The hotel was in the rue St. Jacques,
and had a modern comfort in the room Harold
took. This comfort was a shower bath, installed
just before the general mobilization order in 1939
when all the plumbers left, and for it Harold paid
a supplement of ten francs. Being on the Left
Bank, having this comfort, pleased him.
Now he was going to work diligently,
acquire the French language and enjoy Paris — he
vaguely felt this latter was expected of him; and
in six months he was going to return to Westerville, Ohio, as his mother wished him to.
He was hearty, loud, good-looking in an
American and boyish way. Before having entered
the Army — before anything at all happened to
him, that is to say — he had lived in a clapboard,
gray house with his mother, who had been much
commiserated with since the death of her husband,
but obliged nevertheless to take up schooling
young ladies in deportment and posture. He had
attended a high school. It did not matter which
one: any high school would have pleased his
mother; he would, sporadically, have revolted
against any one. Finally, he had begun to over
hear, in his boyhood, the sleeping with a woman
discussed as, say, the outcome of a hunt is dis
cussed, at the high school and in the basement
gym of the parish-house and in the mens* room of
the public library in that town. Thus, he ex
ploited Westerville, Ohio and it formed him.
On his first leave he returned home looking
constrained. He was a private first class. His
mother could not fathom the change in him until
one evening, in the kitchen, after she had ventured
to suggest it was unmanly of Harold to deride
his officers, he broke down, shaking and using bad
language. She listened sorrowfully, then motioned
him to the sun parlor where she had affixed to
the window a blue service star, and spoke of his
bravery. For an instant he slid back to the old
dependency on her. He vowed that no matter
what the Army tried to do to him, he — Harold —
would always remember how she wanted him to
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act, and never change.
He changed.
In 1946, that was a cold, unrelenting winter
in Paris, walking along the quays was windy and
slushy, evenings his room in the hotel was silentchill. Now, it was far to Westerville, and he
had put the war behind him, too. He did not
like to stay in the room alone, at night. Always,
before this, he had had something — his mother,
the Army.
He worked in an office of the War Depart
ment, and he began to go about with the other
Americans who were entering Paris then. They
sat in the midnight audiences of all the chrome
cabarets off Pigalle. In the interval between
champagne magnums, they always informed you
how much they were enjoying this.
Harold had become accustomed in Germany
to have a girl, but now, in wanting one, he was
overanxious. The girls in the boites who did not
do it for money remarked this tension in him and
became suspicious and left him, sometimes.
Harold would grow very angry if this happened,
and talk of how different it was back home.
He afforded his share of the cost of those
reeling, dead-end nights by trafficking. That was
another custom. In Germany he had marketed
the weekly ration of cigarettes, chewing gum,
soap that the Army issued; now, nervously at
first, he dealt in Travelers' Checks. It is not diffi
cult in Paris to operate. All of the Americans he
knew involved themselves in it sooner or later.
The police did not care, really, what they sold.
Nor is it difficult to make contact. In front of the
American Express building, Harold encountered
Louie, a stocky, smiling, reddish haired Pole, who
was not nervous about the police. This in par
ticular reassured Harold. Once upon a time Louie
had fought twice in the finals of the Championnat
amateur de France, which is like our Golden
Gloves, and been so badly fouled that the thought
of just a policeman could no longer ever upset
him.
They formed a sort of combine. It is one of
the most used words in Paris. If one member of
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the combine is honest, it does not last.
Harold discovered the Moroccans at BarbesRochechouart, Jews around the Place de la Made
leine, and the filous who roamed everywhere. It
was practicable, he found, to play one off against
the other. They were very jealous. Regularly,
they sought to denounce one another. With Louie,
none of this sat well: there was an integrity about
him. At last Harold resolved one afternoon, to
stay away from a rendezvous they had fixed.
When Louie, waiting, perceived after an hour
that no one was coming to sign the check folded
up in his comb-case, he said to himself cette sale
petite jripouille, then firmly set down the glass
of Cinzano, paid off the garcon, and went in the
direction of the rue St. Jacques to bloody up
Harold.
The room had already been vacated.
That spring Harold moved to the hotel
Crillon, he could afford it now, and there is the
Crillon bar. A portly, emphatic young man, a
Harvard man, lived next door; his name was
Roger; he drove a Citroen. The Citroen, parked
at the entrance, impressed Harold. They met
often in the elevator and bar, and gradually,
cautiously, yet with their instinctive clannishness
in a foreign city, they banded together: they be
came almost comrades. Roger was amiable and
imposing, did not work, and possessed friends.
He introduced Harold to his friends — business
men, smiling, enterprising, sweating, hush-hush
they were, whose business was forever on the
street and in the cafes around the Bourse — they
came late every afternon to call on Roger. Having
such friends, Roger had no need to work. Harold
was proud to know such a one.
They drove one evening to a private club
Roger belonged to in the high-ceilinged, drafty,
dimly lit salon of a town house. There was a bar
and a three-piece orchestra playing in the salon.
The orchestra was hired by the Marquis, who
had learned everything necessary to his idea of
good faith about the Marquise a long time ago.
To the club the Marquise liked to invite all of
her old friends, the ones she had had before she
became a Marquise. Nowadays, she found, one
differentiates one's old and new friends.
When she espied Harold, she decided to
hring him over to Sonya. She owed Sonya twenty
thousand francs, and wanted her to forget this.
At thirty, Sonya was beginning to compensate
herself for a lot of things; she was very pleased
to see how good-looking Harold was. They
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danced, they slipped out while everyone else ob
served them to the darkened sitting room beyond,
and for the rest of the evening all of the
Marquise's other friends were careful to stand
off. He danced every rhumba with Sonya, and
he escorted her when it was time to leave.
As they entered the Marbeuf station to wait
for the last metro, a blonde girl on the platform
turned and looked at them. She looked longer at
Harold. Sonya took him by the arm and led him
to a bench. She squeezed his wrist. "You must
not," she said, "become involved with these young
girls. It is too easy, and it does not lead to any
thing. Find a woman who dresses properly, who
has experience, who appreciates you." Harold
said yes, that would be nicer. He tried to sound
not overanxious; nor boylike, either. She asked
when she would see him again. Very soon, Harold
said. Tomorrow; tomorrow night you must invite
me to dinner, Sonya said softly.
She was a painter. After he began to live
with her, she did a portrait of him. Meanwhile,
she took him everywhere she knew of, to all the
surprise-parties and tea parties in Neuilly and
Passy. He was a great success. The Marquise
was taken with his appearance, and spoke to the
Marquis of him. The ladies who arranged the
parties enjoyed inviting him. He had begun to
smoke cigars, and to appear in colorful sportshirts: they found him si typiquement americain.
The ladies had seen many interesting films im
ported from Hollywood about American life; and
they were gratified to have discovered one as
typical as, say, Robert Taylor. These ladies were
always about to become separated or divorced.
Always, the refreshments they served were plenti
ful, despite the rationing. The politics of these
ladies was to foresee the Communist danger, al
ways.
In this manner, the six months passed rapidly.
Harold found he had made many clever friends,
besides Sonya, Roger and Roger's businessmen.
Sometimes, he thought that on a certain day,
somewhere between the other places and here,
he must have discarded all of his old ideas be
cause everything he did now was so different;
and then he would bother to try and describe
this change to himself. He would wonder if,
perhaps, he had not outgrown Westerville. It
disturbed him, too, to imagine returning to the
inquiries that awaited him back home. In Paris,
there were no inquiries and no one cared.
(Continued on page 22)
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Oscar Emmett Williams: Two Poems

Such is the force of habit that I here
Long to be alone,
Blood, flesh, and bone,
Triumvirate of spacious loneliness,
Inherent hell of naked holiness.
Never in this pose can I but pale,
Embrace an empty bed
Now full of me and dread
Intrusion by some shapeless nada whore
Whose entry makes the longing trio four.
Knowing the secret embraces of an old world
She makes the three aware
That they and she are bare,
That the coldly intellectual occupation
Of solitude must end in consummation.
Or is it that in solitary being
The I is not a pronoun
But rather a verbal gown
Nightly hiding not a me but three
Just as the bark conceals the naked tree?
How can I know the inarticulate
Musings of a tree
When of a shameless three
I am but a cape, a box, a creeper
Removed each evening from a nameless sleeper.
What new conceptions of a visual warmth
Were I not thing
Could I then sing!
But the coldly intellectual occupation
Of solitude must end in consummation.
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ART, GOLD, AND DEJECTION
Lysippus, gloried old and statued,
Cold, from wimpered askings
Of Apelles, was ejected
By forelocks, buttocks, ears
And vitals, and smeared whole
In a framed community
Of lines, moons, and blues.
Extinctly!
"Take Time,
Lysippus, by her bangs,
Mine, yours, and always
And quarry your life's blood,
And at 4:12 one a.m.
You've got a cold moment.
And
Consider: your friend's bust
In ^our palm then, is here
In mine, now; and you,
A bit of the Pope's remorse,
you're cold and stiff,
But your friend's bust, warm
(Gold is the mighty furnace,
As Blake was want to know)
You're still cold and stiff,
Lysippus, at 4:12 a.m.
Mine, yours, and always."

John O. Enders, II
DEAD IN A QUICK WORLD WATCHING
Becoming, clamp a limb on death.
So, if torn sheer from life of limbs,
Still-living strategies of breath
Will grow in shade, when brillance dims,
To resurrect the rose.
And going, split a golden year.
The image shall, though dead to time,
Bestir the pulse upon such gear
As grinds a gold in blood and ryme
To resurrect the rose.
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Talbot Preston Lewis
CHILD LOVER
Anne is child and age is slightly drawn
Across the patterns on a teacup —
A young and searching guest,
A quiet and playful thing
That in a season can not grow.
But fawns have music in their run
And dreams take coverage in her asking eyes;
Be it wise
Or searching for a no,
With moon two breasts are fully seen.
No muse to still her cry, those younger lips;
For art can give no refuge to its art.
But love had walked its own immortal path —
And want, a breath, a trembling leaf
Was still.

Oscar Emmitt Williams
Anthony Hecht
TOILERS OF THE SEA, UNITE!
Never a rose is plucked
but dies too soon.
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John O. Enders, II

A Season In Hell (Modern)
Down around the lower circle where the
last summer hunger of late September stands
thick in the streets and behind every green-striped,
folded awning hangs the spectre of autumn, there
are a series of two-family, frame houses. Most
of them are yellow, with the inevitable automobile
drawn up in front and grimy dots of children
forgotten upon the parched surfaces of many
tight, brown lawns. A furious network of trellis
and dismal, American baroque produce a crusty
artificiality. Stucco and green-trimmed gables, a
desperate view of weary alleys captioned at the
corners by chunky hydrants, the warm, sooty en
velopment of incinerators and one bell sounding
time above the trees. This is the lower circle
where a dog barks in some frail, afternoon door
way, where thumbs and fingers of nervous wind
scrawl evening upon a deep, loam-surface of
mottled sky. If someone were to close a door it
would be down around the lower circle.
Thus it was, that in her attic studio, situated
in the top of one of the two-family frame houses
in the lower circle, she was often apt to crown
her latest, desperate achievement with a sombre
frieze of starlings. The birds glued themselves
onto a section of telegraph wire just beyond the
studio window, and she had only to transpose her
drawings to plaster. However, this woman was
so large and so fundamentally fat that the world
seemed to come to her mostly in cylindrical forms
or quaint, terse epigrams. The latter went into
her dealings with her husband, the cylinders into
her sculpture. This sedentary process of shifting
natural objects into fantastic, semi-reality, coupled
with her flaccid contempt for form, disposed any
possible admirers against her and caused those
oversized hands to shake with vehemence. Nothing
clever could possibly emanate from those over
sized hands. Her direct contact with life itself
was walled up in mounds of flesh, and the *
color which was blue, faint blue, terrified her
down to the last fibre, producing a certain
shivering of the flesh. It was always this escape
from blue. An occasional frieze of starlings over
one naked child but that was all. The escape
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from blue, faint blue, and a fabulous frieze of
starlings; while in the long winter of her vol
uminous flesh, floundered watery concept of the
glittering world beyond.
Her husband, an intense, wan-lipped bus
inessman, pecked at his family duties with a thin,
corvine apprehension. Dim lights were frozen
across his countenance and there was that seraching in the pockets for objects misplaced, that
frenzied quest after lost material, that high-pitched
paperchase in a dead wind. His fingers and in
deed, his whole frame, seemed to be in a ceaseless
process of fumbling activity, while something of
the finality of the grave had worn itself into
his faraway eyes. Whenever she was at work,
driven by the threat of stagnation or enflamed
by her peculiar anger, he was wont to hover about
her; loose arms alive with vague gesture; his
stumbling speech full of half-remonstrance, semiapproval and nebulous praise. The phantom of
his sustained presence cut into her soft creations
like the shrewd instrument which it was. Every
art object and innocent plaster child reflected this
incisive entrance. Throughout her spacious halfawareness she felt it herself. It was an instant
shock as if some trap had sprung, deep in her
pale, muddled plasma of consciousness. A hornet
was drilling on cold glass inside a structure of
awkward shadows. She was confused. He, in
turn, only watched her shudder slightly with clay
clinging to her hands, caked under her finger
nails. He watched her moulding a frieze of star
lings, a tawny knot of naked children. And again
she felt his presence; crying hollow roses in a
brassy eye.
But today, there was really something to
justify his presence. He seemed to be there because worlds had fallen lax at their tag-ends.
No trace remained of the distaster, but neverthe
less, he was there with a vengence of eddying
smoke wreaths hurrying over his forehead and a
rotten clay pipe clenched between the twin, fine
lines of his mouth. In a far corner, behind a
scu lptured fiiligree of limb and small gesture,
his distant eyes solid, he waited, posied over a
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tiny cane chair. She continued to weave about
among her pendulous creations, observing each
with a sly smile and nod of appreciation. She
allowed her heavy fingers to play over certain
familiar planes, slowly, with a calculated ease.
She had drawn the shades and only an indirect
illumination filtered through from an overhead
skylight. But still the bolder shadows were blue
where they adhered to various declivities and
quick corners. He was there in one corner with
blue smoke winding back over his forehead, sealed
away in the tug and languor of faint blue which
stuck onto his clothes, his slick, drawn profile,
and was one with his acute discomfiture.
She began to work uneasily. The plaster
which had already been moulded to his general
proportions came clumsily now and she found it
increasingly difficult to bring it under her will.
His bust was mounted in the center of the room
directly beneath the skylight, and the forehead
and upper expanse of skull reflected a clear, white
light. But this light died upon contact, creating
an opaque quality of spent brillance. The dim
lights which were frozen across his actual countenance had lit upon the unfinished replica lend
ing it a forbidden animation. Somehow she felt
that she had been wronged. He only squirmed
in his tiny cane chair. Both sensed the tension
mounting. Both sensed this tension with its
haunting implications and hint of eventual verdict.
Appearing as it did, before them, spare, illusory,
each owned a sudden share of the other's destiny.
Could it be reduced to a mere struggle for
ascendancy with all those faint, blue lights crowd
ing back an initial white promise; her promise?
Could it be that in darkness there is no need for
climax ? Or could it only be a solitary, blue hornet
drilling on cold glass?
But she began to handle the plaster more
confidently now. His being there had gradually
sobered her to the task at hand and she felt
assured in the recurrence of long forgotten skill.
Moreover, a flicker of power had even succeeded
in driving her towards completion and, aroused
by contempt for her former ways, she had soon
redefined the gaunt cheekbone and sallow deliniations of flesh. He spoke gently to her with
careful selections of praise which might almost
have been torn out of context, so complete were
they in their intended detachment. But nothing
external could possibly thwart her. A new grace
infused her heavy body and, in place of previously
stunted gestures, appeared an airy complacency
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which dealt with form and construction in bright,
close harmonies. She was in that sheltered vale
again where hands and dancers swirled anew,
where the irrelevant cause was forgotten for the
fleeting moment and where acacia and marigold
bloomed on toward a never apparoaching harvest.
She felt increased capability for an effective win
nowing of resource, a fresh appetite for mental
juxtaposition and, above all she knew that her
dreadful blue, faint blue had slipped and van
ished, that in its place pure white shone through;
the last bond had dropped and she was free.
He continued to watch her musingly, moving
his head in response to her sharp demands and
stirring from side to side on the cane chair. His
clay pipe had burnt out but its cracked bowl still
twitched convulsively under a tenuous grip. He
immediately noticed that she had become aroused
with this new alacrity but he only smiled to him
self, feeling spuriously remote from her presence,
yet at the same time pricked by something which
was not exactly of her but which, in refined
essence, cursed at the part of her he had known
to become identified with himself over a period
of years. He was loath to admit actual hatred.
Nor was contempt in any manner connected with
a certain aura of decay constantly shrouding his
mind like a liquid opiate and indubitably caused
by her tragic actuality. But she was not to be
interrupted now. Working feverishly, scarce heed
ing his frequent half-glances in her direction, she
made ample use of her weird exuberance. The
force which was consuming her caused beads of
perspiration to stand out on her glistening fore
arms and ponderous features. She became en
thused with a gross hilarity. She became a jangling
chain of excitement. She had reached successive
stages of accomplishment over the narrow pro
gression of her abilities, but none had been com
parable to this fresh outburst. The color blue,
faint blue which previously had drifted back like
a fragile song and had wrought such havoc in her
inestimable soul, had finally become reinstated
with the discarded skein of her outgrown passion.
She became mobile.
And today, at the exact instant when summer finally stood in hungry flight against the sky
and every two-family frame house shone with a sulpherous opalesence, her plaster replica, hung as
well in this eerie light of failing definition, be
came, for an instant, clarified. A deft antithesis
of effect, this clash of spent light upon sharp sur
face, gave birth to reality. She had finished his
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bust in much the same manner as she had begun.
But in the process, she had come to realize herself
through a medium long clumsy and inadequate
to her. Today came success and white light around
the lower circle. Veiled in the waning dusk, each
house emerged through the gloom, an intricate
lacework of tone and substance. The veined,
marble fountain buried in a fold of gnarled oak
root bespoke a luxury of ease. The back-fence
citadels of smug, suberban banality disappeared
under a blanket of mystic fulfillment. She had
finished the statue.
It remained beneath a canvas tarpaulin during
the next week which she devoted to daily visits
to the studio, viewing the likeness, scraping away
loose particles of clay and moving it about on
its pedastal. Her husband seemed to share her
feeling of content. But he still watched her with
his faraway eyes.
On the last day of the week, the week during
which she had collected her scattered sensations
and had begun to assimilate their true worth, he
had left on a business trip. His going relieved her
considerably. After driving him to the station,
she had returned exuberantly in the first morning
light to the statue. An empty bottle lay beside the
pedestal. Upon the forehead, eyes and sallow
plaster cheeks had been smeared, in finger-strokes
which were still wet, a thin, blue dye.
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Harold: A History
(Continued from page 15)
At the end of the six months, when it came
time to depart, he did not. However, he assured
himself that this change of plans was but a
postponement, and that he would be certain to
return later on, sometime later on. Meanwhile,
as long as you had friends, Roger's kind of
friends, you could live in the hotel Crillon in
Paris easily and in much style, as became a veteran
of foreign wars.
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ERRATUM
Page 18, "Toilers Of The Sea, Unite!": Line
1, for "plucked" read "cut."
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